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Note by the Director-Genera1 

1 . The External Auditor in the attached A n n e x has proposed certain changes in the "Additional 

terms of reference governing the external audit of the World Health Organization".1 These 

additional terms of reference constitute an A p p e n d i x to the Financial Regulations of W H O , 

and their amendment would therefore require the approval of the World Health A s s e m b l y in 

accordance with A r t i c l e 15.1 of the Financial R e g u l a t i o n s . 

2 . The changes proposed by the External Auditor are similar in language to changes already 

adopted in the Financial Regulations of the United Nations and in the process of being 

submitted to the legislative bodies of the specialized agencies• Under the circumstances, 

the Director-General suggests that the Executive Board decide to recommend the adoption by 

the Health Assembly of the amendments proposed by the External Auditor• 

1

 WHO Basic Documents, 33rd e d ” 1983， p p . 85-86. 
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A N N E X 

FINANCIAL REGULATIONS - PROPOSED CHANGES IN ШЕ "ADDITIONAL 

TERMS OF REFERENCE GOVERNING THE EXTERNAL AUDIT OF THE 

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION" 

A . The External Auditor's reasons for the proposed changes 

1. A t its regular sessions in 1981 and 1982 the Panel of External Auditors reviewed those 

paragraphs of the model "Additional terms of reference governing external audit" which set out 

the required form of External Auditor ' s certificate/opinion. The Panel felt that certain 

changes were desirable. These were considered by the United Nations Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions, which saw no objections to them. The formal 

amendments, which are set out in section В below, have been adapted to meet the particular 

circumstances of the World Health Organization. 

2 . The changes proposed to paragraph 5 would allow the External Auditor greater flexibility 

in reporting without dropping any of the matters on which he is now required to report. The 

proposal would also add two matters on which the auditor shall be required to express an 

opinion, namely that the financial statements are in accordance with the -stated accounting 

principles of the Organization, and that these principles have been consistently applied. 

These matters are not currently dealt with in the Financial Regulations. 

3 . The changes proposed to paragraph 6 are to indicate that the External Auditor's report is 

to the Health Assembly and covers financial operations for a stated period of time. 

Paragraph 8 has been changed to distinguish between the audit opinion and the report of the 

A u d i t o r , while the new paragraph 10 is self-explanatory. 

4 . The External Auditor would apply these revised audit provisions, if 

World Health Assembly, in his future reports and audit opinions. 

approved by the 



FINANCIAL REGULATIONS - PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE "ADDITIONAL TERMS OF REFERENCE 

GOVERNING THE EXTERNAL A U D I T OF THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION" 

B . Proposed changes in paragraphs 5， 6 and 8 and the addition of a new paragraph 10 

Present text Proposed text 

5 . The A u d i t o r ( s ) shall express and sign an opinion in the following terms : 

i/we have examined the following appended financial statements, 

numbered ••• to ... properly identified, and relevant schedules of the 

World Health Organization for the financial period ended 31 December 

My/Our examination included a general review of the accounting procedures 

and such tests of the accounting records and other supporting evidence as 

l/we considered necessary in the circumstances. As a result of my/our 

examination l/we am/are of the opinion that the financial statements 

properly reflect the recorded financial transactions for the financial 

period, which transactions were in accordance with the Financial Regulations 

and legislative authority and present fairly the financial position as at 

31 December 

adding, should 

subject to 

it be necessary: 

the observations in my/our foregoing report. 

5 . The Auditor(s) shall express and sign an opinion in the following terms: 

l/we have examined the following appended financial statements, 

numbered ... to ••• properly identified, and relevant schedules of the 

World Health Organization for the financial period ended 31 December 

My/Our examination included a general review of the accounting procedures 

and such tests of the accounting records and other supporting evidence 

as l/we considered necessary in the circumstances. 

and which states, as appropriate, whether: 

(a) the financial statements present fairly the financial position 

as at the end of the period and the results of the operations for 

the period then ended; 

(b) the financial statements were prepared in accordance with the 

stated accounting principles； 

(с) the accounting principles were applied on a basis consistent 

with that of the preceding financial period; 

(d) transactions were in 

and legislative authority. 

accordance with the Financial Regulations 



Present text 

6. The report of the Auditor(s) on the financial statements should 

mention: 

(a) The type and scope of his/their examination; 

(b) Matters affecting the completeness or accuracy of the accounts, 

including where appropriate: 

(i) Information necessary to the correct interpretation of the 

accounts； 

(ii) Any amounts which ought to have been received but which have 

not been brought to account； 

(iii) Any amounts for which a legal or contingent obligation exists 

and which have not been recorded or reflected in the financial 

statements； 

(iv) Expenditures not properly substantiated; 

(v) Whether proper books of accounts have been kept. Where 

in the presentation of statements there are deviations of 

material nature from the generally accepted accounting 

principles applied on a consistent basis these should be 

disclosed. 

(c) Other matters which should be brought to the notice of the 

Health Assembly such as: 

(i) Cases of fraud or presumptive fraud; 

(ii) Wasteful or improper expenditure of the Organization's 

money or other assets (notwithstanding that the accounting 

for the transaction may be correct)； 

(iii) Expenditure likely to commit the Organization to further 

outlay on a large scale; 

(iv) Any defect in the general system or detailed regulations 

governing the control of receipts and disbursements, or of 

supplies and equipment； 

(v) Expenditure not in accordance with the intention of the 

Health Assembly, after making allowance for duly authorized 

transfers within the budget； 

(vi) Expenditure in excess of appropriations as amended by 

duly authorized transfers within the budget; 

(vii) Expenditure not in conformity with the authority which 

governs it. 

Proposed text 

6. The report of the Auditor (s) to the Health Assembly on the 

financial operations of the period should mention: 

(a) The type and scope of his/their examination; 

(b) Matters affecting the completeness or accuracy of the 

accounts, including where appropriate: 

(i) Information necessary to the correct interprétât ion of the 

accounts； 

(ii) Any amounts which ought to have been received but which 

have not been brought to account; 

(iii) Any amounts for which a legal or contingent obligation 

exists and which have not been recorded or reflected in the 

financial statements; 

(iv) Expenditures not properly substantiated; 

(v) Whether proper books of accounts have been kept. Where 

in the presentation of statements there are deviations of 

material nature from the generally accepted accounting 

principles applied on a consistent basis these should be 

disclosed. 

(c) Other matters which should be brought to the notice of the 

Health Assembly such as: 

(i) Cases of fraud or presumptive fraud; 

(ii) Wasteful or improper expenditure of the Organization's 

money or other assets (notwithstanding that the accounting 

for the transaction may be correct)； 

(iii) Expenditure likely to commit the Organization to further 

outlay on a large scale; 

(iv) Any defect in the general system or detailed regulations 

governing the control of receipts and disbursements, or of 

supplies and equipment； 

(v) Expenditure not in accordance with the intention of the 

Health Assembly, after making allowance for duly authorized 

transfers within the budget； 

(vi) Expenditure in excess of appropriations as amended by 

duly authorized transfers within the budget； 

(vii) Expenditure not in conformity with the authority which 

governs it. 
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Present text 

(d) The accuracy or otherwise of the supplies and equipment 

records as determined by stock-taking and examination of the 

records. 

In addition, the reports may contain reference to: 

(e) Transactions accounted for in a previous financial period, 
concerning which further information has been obtained, or 
transactions in a later financial period concerning which it 
seems desirable that the Health Assembly should have early 
knowledge. 

8. Whenever the Auditor's(s') scope of audit is restricted, or 
he/they is/are unable to obtain sufficient evidence, the Auditor(s) 
shall refer to the matter in his/their report, making clear the 
reasons for his/their comments and the effect on the financial position 
and the‘financial transactions as recorded. 

Proposed text 

(d) The accuracy or otherwise of the supplies and equipment 

records as determined by stock-taking and examination of the 

records. 

In addition, the reports may contain reference to: 

(e) Transactions accounted for in a previous financial period, 
concerning which further information has been obtained, or 
transactions in a later financial period concerning which it 
seems desirable that the Health Assembly should have early 
knowledge. 

8. Whenever the Auditor's(s') scope of audit is restricted, or 
he/they is/are unable to obtain sufficient evidence, the Auditor(s) 
shall refer to the matter in his/their opinion and report, making 
clear in his/their report the reasons for his/their comments and the 
effect on the financial position and the financial transactions as 
recorded, 

10. The Auditor(s) is/are not required to mention any matter 
referred to in the foregoing which, in his/their opinion, is 
insignificant in all respects. 


